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Here's what you might do with this brand new record: have someone place a velvet blindfold over your
eyes, slip the record into a CD player, hit "play," adjust volume for comfort, then slide into a very
comfortable chair and listen. Chances are one may be think that Bill Evans had come back to life and was
playing a brand new version of "Very Early." Now, do not open your eyes yet—listen on. As the first
track ends and "For the Drifters" begins, chances are you may believe that one is at a recital by Friedrich
Gulda or Gabriel Faure—maybe even Egberto Gismonti. But, of course, you aren't. You are actually
listening to Solo, the debut record by one of Canada's best-kept secrets: Chris Donnelly. There is no other
way to describe the first experience or, in fact, the emotions that run through one's body with subsequent
hearings of Donnelly's brilliant first offering.
Chris Donnelly is a pianist of unbridled talent, sublime technique and an impulse to adorn the sound of
music. As an artist he appears to believe that the art of the solo piano is his true calling. Although he has
played live in a number of settings—performing with a wide group of busy elder performing statesmen on
Canada's jazz scenes—he has managed to stay focused on his holy grail: solo piano. The result is this fine
and memorable record featuring seven brilliantly original compositions and four utterly original
interpretations of classic songs by legendary jazz musicians—from the playful "Donna Lee - Variations"
by Charlie Parker, to the majestic "Hallucinations," from the mercurial pen of Earl "Bud" Powell; from the
Bill Evans' classic "Very Early" to the "Cinderella Medley - So This Is Love/A Dream Is A Wish Your
Heart Makes," from the pens of Hoffman, David and Livingston.
The music on this record also comprises Donnelly's own compositions. "For the Drifters" is a truly
accomplished song, worthy of the pen of the great Walter Norris, while songs such as "Serenity" and
"Winter's Waltz" are studies in controlled virtuosity. Perhaps the most memorable music of the set could
well be the musical sketches that pay oblique musical tribute to modern composers and the love of his life.
Two of these, were written with Erik Satie and Gabriel Faure; in mind. The third was created to reflect a
space within the heart and for Donnelly's wife, who is also an opera singer. These three "Songs in B
Minor" stand apart in the brilliance of their moody tonality and their melodic invention.
In many respects this hardly sounds like a first album, because Chris Donnelly's genius lies in his
sophisticated maturity. Then there is the small matter of his superior technique, virtuosity and exceptional
improvisational skills—all of these well beyond his years. It appears that Chris Donnelly can only be
destined for the stellar regions of the world of music in general, and jazz in particular.
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I’ve already listened to Canadian jazz pianist Chris Donnelly’s recording “Solo” several times.
Donnelly’s approach to jazz piano falls on the cerebral side and my listening skills come from the
heart more than the brain. So I felt stumped a few times deciphering the musical map of the
young pianist—though I will say this guy sure knows his way around the piano. And his virtuoso
playing blows the mind.
He covers tunes by Bill Evans, “Very Early,” Bud Powell, “Hallucinations,” Charlie Parker, “Donna
Lee (Variations)” and Hoffman/David/Livingston, “Cinderella Medley—So This is Love/A Dream
is a Wish Your Heart Makes,” but the bulk of the album includes original compositions.
While Donnelly redefines jazz on his terms (see the liner notes), you can’t help but hear some
classical training. He’s married to an opera singer too. He gives nods to French composers Faurè
and Satie, but it was only after listening to piano works by Maurice Ravel performed by fellowCanadian AndrèLaPlante, that I experienced an ah-hah moment that lead me to clarity about
Donnelly’s style, which possesses elements of jazz, blues, and European classical. In a way, he
resembles a young Duke Ellington, but without the swing.
And while I say that he’s a cerebral player, he also performs with great tenderness. Take a listen
to his compositions “For the Drifters” and “Song in B Minor-Eva” which wax tenderness and
provide vulnerable moments. But then he’s not a musician to shy away from crazy passages that
zig-zag and collide into one another which can be heard on the Charlie Parker piece.

I don’t always know where Donnelly is heading, which can feel unnerving, or like a hallucination,
but all jokes aside, this youthful player promises to make waves if not just in Canada, then beyond
North America. Perhaps he will redefine solo jazz piano for his generation and those to follow.
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***Surprise of the Week***
Chris Donnelly
Solo
Alma Records
www.alamarecords.com
By George W. Harris
Never heard of this guy before listening to this disc, but let me tell ya-he’s got a great touch AND approach to music. A solo
piano disc shows a lot about a musician’s heart, and he’s got a lion’s. His allegiance leans towards bop, as he displays on Bud
Powell’s “Hallucinations,” but don’t let that fool you. He takes Parker’s “Donna Lee” and does variations on it via key, tempo
and even format, and turns it inside out while taking you on a wooden roller coaster ride. Whew! His interpretations of Satie
and Faure are clever and rich, while his own “For The Drifters” and 12 minute “Overtime” display a fearless patience. Nothing
short of stupendous.
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O's Notes: Pianist Chris Donnelly plays relaxing, easy listening
music. It is a solo effort of varied pace and dynamics. We can and
will use it as a backdrop for many events. An astute listener can
easily engage and enjoy the music at any point yet it is never
intrusive. The program includes seven of Donnelly' originals along
with nicely placed covers of standards like Bud Powell's
"Hallucinations" and Parker's "Donna Lee". In doing so Chris
touches on the complete history of jazz. It is a winner.
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Canadian Pianist's Debut CD
Press release: Gently armed with a Masters if Music in Jazz Performance from the University of Toronto, Chris Donnelly is a pianist of unbridled talent,
sublime technique and an impulse to create beautiful music.
Donnelly believes the art of the solo piano was his true calling. And so, despite the fact that solo playing-whether in the studio, or live, is a lonely pursuit,
he managed to stay focused on his holy grail and the result is this fine and memorable record featuring seven brilliantly original compositions and four
utterly original interpretations of classic songs by legendary jazz musicians, Charlie Parker, Bud Powell and Bill Evans.
The rest of the music comprises seven of Donnelly's own compositions.
Content © 2010. NPG Newspapers Inc, St. Joseph News-Press & News-Press 3 NOW. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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ALMA
CHRIS DONNELLY/Solo: One of those rare cats that's really at
one with his instrument, Donnelly's solo piano is a very intimate
event where you feel like you're eavesdropping into something you
shouldn't be but you know you can't turn away. He kicks his debut
off with some Bill Evans, but there's really no way to compare the
two since both are real originals. Sure it's sitting down jazz, but
this is the stuff you want to have when you're sitting down and the
quiet is too quiet but noise is unwelcome. Quite the smashing
debut.
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Solo

Chris Donnelly | Alma Records
Di Angelo Leonardi
Erano anni che non ascoltavo un debutto tanto
significativo. Chris Donnelly l'ha registrato nel
2008, poco più che ventenne, guadagnandosi
vari ricoscimenti e accreditandosi tra i migliori
jazzmen del suo Paese. Oggi è professore
all'Università di Toronto ed ha appena
registrato un secondo lavoro (Metamorphosis)
ispirato ai disegni di Escher. Per un giovane
pianista iniziare con un album di piano solo è certamente arduo ma basta
ascoltare il tema d'avvio - il celebre “Very Early” di Bill Evans - per
capire che ci troviamo di fronte a un grande talento, dotato di tecnica
sopraffina e alta sensibilità.
Il repertorio è composto da sette brani originali del pianista e quattro
temi che lasciano intendere precise relazioni: il primo, come abbiamo
detto, è di Bill Evans che lo scrisse nel 1962 coniugando il romantico
approccio armonico con un originale movimento melodico. Dopo un
inizio prezioso, chiaro omaggio all'autore, Donnelly lo sviluppa con
piglio personale con fraseggi perentori e incalzanti che svelano alto
dominio dei mezzi espressivi e un rigoroso controllo formale. Il piglio
del concertista, che è piuttosto evidente, non prende però il sopravvento
e nei brani successivi la dimensione intima e raffinata s'esprime al meglio
potendo contare su un tocco prezioso e una sapienza armonica notevole.
La medley dedicata a Disney ne è un esempio: coniuga un lirismo mai
sdolcinato con slanci visionari, in un percorso di grande fascino. Se
“Hallucinations” di Bud Powell è un pezzo d'incisivo virtuosismo,
“Donna Lee” è occasione per una fantasiosa serie di variazioni sul tema
che testimonia la maturità di Chris di attualizzare anche la lezione di
Lennie Tristano. Tra i temi dell'autore ricordiamo l'impressionistico
“Serenity” giocato su un equilibrio lentissimo (forse ispirato
all'evansiano “Piece Peace” ma con una sua identità) mentre “For the
Drifters” condensa fascino iterativo con suggestive associazioni ritmiche.
Pure interessante, nel suo fondere pregnanza jazzistica e momenti
cameristici, è il lungo “Overtime” che chiude un album assolutamente
raccomandabile.

Elenco dei brani:
Very Early (Bill Evans) - 5:14; For the Drifters - 7:13; Song in B Minor /
Eva - 3:26; Hallucinations (Bud Powell) - 3:55; Cinderella Medley: So
This Is Love/A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes (Hoffman-DavidLivingston) - 8:14; Donna Lee (Variations) (Charlie Parker) - 7:03; Song
in B Minor / Satie - 3:26; Serenity - 4:19; Winter's Waltz - 8:52; Song in
B Minor / Fauré - 2:41; Overtime (Extended Pay) - 12:40.
I brani senza indicazione sono di Chris Donnelly.
Musicisti:
Chris Donnelly (pianoforte).
Spazio recensioni | Prossime uscite (USA)
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Italian to English translation
It has been many years since we’ve heard a debut album this significant. Chris Donnelly
recorded it in 2008, in his early twenties, earning various awards and the acknowledgment from
some of the best jazzmen in his country. Today, he is also a professor at the University of
Toronto and has just recorded a second work, Metamorphosis, inspired by the drawings of
Escher. For a young pianist to start with an album of solo piano is certainly difficult but just
listen to the theme of initiation - the famous "Very Early" by Bill Evans - to understand that we
are faced with a great talent, with excellent technique and high sensitivity.
The repertoire consists of seven original compositions of pianist and four themes that suggest
precise reports: the first, as we said, is that Bill Evans wrote in 1962, combining the romantic
harmonic approach with an original melodic movement. After beginning a valuable, clearly a
tribute to the author, Donnelly develops it with an air staff with phrasing that reveal high
peremptory and insistent domain of expressive means and strict formal control. The tone of the
concert, which is quite evident, however, does not take over and subsequent tracks in the
intimate and refined the most expresses itself relying on a touch precious wisdom and harmonic
material.
The medley dedicated to Disney is an example: combines lyricism never maudlin impulses with
a visionary, a journey of great charm. If "Hallucinations" by Bud Powell is a piece of incisive
virtuosity, "Donna Lee" is an opportunity for an imaginative set of variations on a theme that
shows the maturity of Chris to update also the lesson of Lennie Tristano. Among the topics
include the author's impressionistic "Serenity" played on a slow equilibrium (perhaps inspired
all'evansiano "Peace Piece," but with its own identity) and "For the Drifters' condensation
fascination with repetitive rhythms suggestive associations. Also interesting in its poignancy fuse
jazz and chamber music moments, is the long "Overtime" which closes the album is absolutely
recommended.
Visit Chris Donnelly’s site.
Rating: 4 stars
Track List:
Very Early (Bill Evans) - 5:14; For the Drifters - 7:13; Song in B Minor / Eva - 3:26;
Hallucinations (Bud Powell) - 3:55; Cinderella Medley: So This Is Love / A Dream Is a Wish
Your Heart Makes (Hoffman-David-Livingston) - 8:14; Donna Lee (Variations) (Charlie Parker)
- 7:03; Song in B Minor / Satie - 3:26; Serenity - 4:19; Winter's Waltz - 8:52; Song in B Minor /
Fauré - 2:41; Overtime (Extended Pay) - 12:40.
The tracks with no composer listed are written by Chris Donnelly.
Musicians:
Chris Donnelly (piano).
Style: Modern Jazz
Posted: 05/08/2011

CD round up: Going 'Solo' with Chris Donnelly
Album: “Solo”
Artist: Chris Donnelly
Label: ALMA Records

Lowdown: David Braid devotes much of this album’s liner notes to a
discussion of just what, exactly, is jazz. In the end, he settles for calling such
definition “a subjective phenomenon.” It seems that’s all by way of trying to
define/defend this Canadian pianist’s debut effort but I don’t know why he
bothered. To my ears, this 2008 Connelly recording is among the most
affecting and intriguing albums I’ve heard in some time, one steeped in piano
jazz tradition but never afraid to take the genre’s conventions in new
directions. This is, overall, a muted affair – solo piano, subdued swing, a
sense of contemplation – but it is also never less than compelling. The
material ranges from jazz standards (Charlie Parker, Bud Powell, Bill Evans)
to Donnelly compositions, most notably “Song In B Minor,” whose two takes
channel Faure and Satie. All About Jazz has dubbed Connelly “one of
Canada’s best-kept secrets”; I would only add that I cannot wait to hear him
perform with a trio.

Chris Donnelly, "Solo" (Alma).
Ask not where the young jazz pianists are coming from. They're
everywhere. With Jason Moran and Vijay Iyer already passing into
revered veteran status (where Geoff Keezer has already been for a
decade), the ranks of twenty-something jazz pianists keep swelling
with talent.…Much more interesting than mere prettiness is the solo
debut of pianist Chris Donnelly who isn't giving you a "watch THIS!"
stylistic fiesta on his disc but is gifted enough to play just about
anything he jolly well pleases any time he wants to play it. Obviously,
there's an acre of classical technique in his version of Bill Evans' "Very
Early" (much more pyrotechnic than anything Evans would have
countenanced), but when he rips through such bebop perennials as
Charlie Parker's "Donna Lee" and Bud Powell's "Hallucinations," he's
got all the percussive panache as well as brand-new things to hear.
Nor does a song by Gabriel Faure make a vulgarizing fool of him.
Three and a half stars (J.S.)
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Chris Donnelly
2008

Hailing from Toronto, pianist Chris Donnelly
proves that Canada offers more than Diana Krall.
His performance and compositions show that in
addition to being a musician, he is an educator
and an entertainer as well. With his University of
Toronto bachelor and master’s degrees in music,
Donnelly would make his native country proud,
and is a testament to continued musical
education. His meticulous studies earned him an
award for showing the most promise in the field
of music, and he remains dedicated to education;
in addition to being a professional musician with
an artist’s grant, he is a professor at his alma
mater.
Solo, his solo debut, got him nominated for a
Juno Award (the Canadian Grammy equivalent)
for its collection of reinvented jazz standards and
original songs. His album also garnered additional
accolades for Best Recording of the Year and Best
Keyboardist of the Year. Nestled amongst the
classics are some of Donnelly’s own compositions,
which are both concise and intelligent, reflecting
the promise his music holds. Songs such as “For
the Drifters” showcase his mastery of the piano,
as he lays down a steady bass line and delicately
syncopated notes in the higher registers, creating
a perfect balance of sounds that emulates the
classics while remaining cutting edge.
Though Donnelly’s skills give him the air of a
highly trained professional, he is unafraid to
showcase his more vulnerable side in meticulous
musical form. “Song in B Minor–Eva” was written
with his opera-singing wife in mind, and there is a
special tenderness in the way his fingers seem to
linger on the keys. You can hear the space that
has been left for a voice. The result is a song
filled with sweetness and more than a touch of
wistfulness. His extensive educational background
makes him unafraid to face the more challenging
aspects of the genre. He covers the classic artists
with respect and an audacity that finds itself
onstage in the showiest and liveliest of jazz solos.
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Such is the case when he takes on Charlie
Parker’s “Donna Lee (Variations).” He plays off
the merry nature of the song as his fingers dance
lithely across the keys, slowing down at just the
right moments, moving easily between the two
tempos as nimble and versatile as a highly
trained dancer.
Listen to all sound clips from this CD
"For the Drifters"
"Song in B Minor - Eva"
"Donna Lee (Variations)"
Buy this CD
What do you think?
Discuss this article and share your opinion
Want more DailyOM?
Register for your free email, or browse more
music
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On his first solo venture, Canadian pianist Chris Donnelly proves he is
insightful, inventive and an accomplished performer and composer.
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Chris Donnelly, solo piano – Solo – Alma ACD92382,
67:31 ****:
On his debut, simply titled Solo, Canadian pianist Chris Donnelly
harnesses the communion that can exist between a musician and
his or her chosen instrument. Donnelly is only his late twenties
is already one of Canada’s premier jazz players: he was
nominated for a Juno award last year, has performed with elder
Canadian artists and is now a University of Toronto professor.
On Solo – released in 2008 and reissued by Alma Records –
Donnelly shows his ease with either jazz or classical on four interpretations of standards
that range from Charlie Parker to Walt Disney and seven originals that merge his classical
and jazz background.
Donnelly opens with Bill Evans’ “Very Early,” which starts as an inspired echo of Evans’
style and gradually but impeccably escalates into a swing tone, moving from introversion
to extroversion: the tempo rises and without preamble Donnelly even slips in a slice of
discord. Donnelly’s jazz chops are brought to the fore on Bud Powell’s “Hallucinations,”
where Donnelly demonstrates his technique and virtuosic ability: his fingers roll up and
down the 88 keys and he concludes with a witty outro. He gives a similar sense of humor
and depth to a lengthy deconstruction of Charlie Parker’s “Donna Lee” that applies several
variations that illustrate Donnelly’s improvisational expertise and performance proficiency.
The pièce de résistance is a “Cinderella Medley” that combines “So This Is Love” with “A
Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes.” Donnelly begins with sublimity and subtly edges in
amusing asides as the melodies come to the front. He also progresses from a recital
quality into emotional territory and from straightforwardness into sophistication.
While translation of other artists’ material is the bread and butter of any emerging
performer, originality is a different issue and Donnelly proves he is insightful, inventive
and accomplished on his seven compositions. “For the Drifters” is a mid-tempo treatment
that shifts around a fissured melody and presents moments of conflict alongside comfort.
“Serenity” is a well-named, dreamy ballad where single notes reverberate from Donnelly’s
grand piano and has a touch of rural folk impressionism. “Serenity” slides directly into
likeminded “Winter’s Waltz,” which has a deeper landscape attribute and alters shape to
include sharply pounded keys, more of Donnelly’s delicate lightheartedness and his
self-constrained finesse.
Donnelly’s most notable work is his three-part homage set in B-minor that is scattered
among the 11-track program. “Song in B Minor –Satie” has a moody mannerism that
mirrors Erik Satie’s subdued character and melancholic melodic forte and exemplifies
Donnelly’s classical music education. The brief “Song in B Minor – Fauré” is a tribute to
French composer Gabriel Fauré and cultivates a concession of expression with a harmonic
poise reminiscent of Fauré’s streamlined compositional approach. “Song in B Minor – Eva”
follows a comparable path and is centered by a parallel melody.
Donnelly’s harmonic and melodic lines and chords are beautifully rendered by engineer
Peter Olsen and were captured in the University of Toronto’s resonant Walter Hall, a
perfect location for this recital-like recording. For those interested in future endeavors,
Donnelly plans to follow up Solo with a sophomore project entitled Metamorphosis, based
on M.C Escher’s graphics.
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TrackList:
1. Very Early
2. For the Drifters
3. Song in B Minor – Eva
4. Hallucinations
5. Cinderella Medley: So This Is Love/A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes
6. Donna Lee (Variations)
7. Song in B Minor – Satie
8. Serenity
9. Winter’s Waltz
10. Song in B Minor – Fauré
11. Overtime (Extended Pay)
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Chris Donnelly, solo piano – Solo – Alma
On his first solo venture, Canadian pianist Chris Donnelly proves he is insightful,
inventive and an accomplished performer and composer.
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On his debut, simply titled Solo, Canadian pianist Chris Donnelly harnesses
the communion that can exist between a musician and his or her chosen
instrument. Donnelly is only his late twenties is already one of Canada’s
premier jazz players: he was nominated for a Juno award last year, has
performed with elder Canadian artists and is now a University of Toronto
professor. On Solo – released in 2008 and reissued by Alma Records –
Donnelly shows his ease with either jazz or classical on four interpretations
of standards that range from Charlie Parker to Walt Disney and seven
originals that merge his classical and jazz background.
Donnelly opens with Bill Evans’ “Very Early,” which starts as an inspired
echo of Evans’ style and gradually but impeccably escalates into a swing
tone, moving from introversion to extroversion: the tempo rises and without
preamble Donnelly even slips in a slice of discord. Donnelly’s jazz chops are
brought to the fore on Bud Powell’s “Hallucinations,” where Donnelly
demonstrates his technique and virtuosic ability: his fingers roll up and down
the 88 keys and he concludes with a witty outro. He gives a similar sense of
humor and depth to a lengthy deconstruction of Charlie Parker’s “Donna
Lee” that applies several variations that illustrate Donnelly’s improvisational
expertise and performance proficiency. The pièce de résistance is a
“Cinderella Medley” that combines “So This Is Love” with “A Dream Is a
Wish Your Heart Makes.” Donnelly begins with sublimity and subtly edges
in amusing asides as the melodies come to the front. He also progresses from
a recital quality into emotional territory and from straightforwardness into
sophistication.
While translation of other artists’ material is the bread and butter of any
emerging performer, originality is a different issue and Donnelly proves he
is insightful, inventive and accomplished on his seven compositions. “For
the Drifters” is a mid-tempo treatment that shifts around a fissured melody
and presents moments of conflict alongside comfort. “Serenity” is a well-

named, dreamy ballad where single notes reverberate from Donnelly’s grand
piano and has a touch of rural folk impressionism. “Serenity” slides directly
into likeminded “Winter’s Waltz,” which has a deeper landscape attribute
and alters shape to include sharply pounded keys, more of Donnelly’s
delicate lightheartedness and his self-constrained finesse.
Donnelly’s most notable work is his three-part homage set in B-minor that is
scattered among the 11-track program. “Song in B Minor –Satie” has a
moody mannerism that mirrors Erik Satie’s subdued character and
melancholic melodic forte and exemplifies Donnelly’s classical music
education. The brief “Song in B Minor – Fauré” is a tribute to French
composer Gabriel Fauré and cultivates a concession of expression with a
harmonic poise reminiscent of Fauré’s streamlined compositional approach.
“Song in B Minor – Eva” follows a comparable path and is centered by a
parallel melody.
Donnelly’s harmonic and melodic lines and chords are beautifully rendered
by engineer Peter Olsen and were captured in the University of Toronto’s
resonant Walter Hall, a perfect location for this recital-like recording. For
those interested in future endeavors, Donnelly plans to follow up Solo with a
sophomore project entitled Metamorphosis, based on M.C Escher’s graphics.

